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a b s t r a c t

Chemotherapy dosing in anticancer treatment is a balancing act between achieving concen-

trations that are effective towards the malignancy and that result in acceptable side-effects.

Neutropenia is one major side-effect of many antitumor agents, and is related to an

increased risk of infection. A model capable of describing the time-course of myelosup-

pression from administered drug could be used in individual dose selection. In this paper

we describe the transfer of a previously developed semi-mechanistic model for myelosup-

pression from NONMEM to a dosing tool in MS Excel, with etoposide as an example. The tool

proved capable to solve a differential equation system describing the pharmacokinetics and
ose adaptation

daptive control

ayesian forecasting

harmacodynamics

pharmacodynamics, with estimation performance comparable to NONMEM. In the dosing

tool the user provides neutrophil measures from a previous treatment course and request

for the dose that results in a desired nadir in the upcoming course through a Bayesian

estimation procedure.

that patients experiencing only a minor myelosuppression are
eutropenia

. Introduction

eutropenia is a major side-effect of many antitumor agents,
nd is often the dose-limiting factor [1] The risk of infec-
ion is related to the degree and duration of neutropenia
2,3]. Dose adjustment to minimize the risk of experienc-
ng severe neutropenia could either be made a priori or

posteriori, ranging in complexity from body size based
osing up to utilization of statistical models and vari-
us sampling. In this paper we show implementation of
pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic model, describing the
eutrophil concentrations after anti-cancer treatment, in a
imple tool to be used in the patient care at the clinic. This
ool would facilitate use of neutrophil data from the first com-

leted course of treatment in a Bayesian maximum a posteriori
rocess to guide dose selection in an upcoming course. Etopo-
ide was chosen as a model substance, due to it being rather

∗ Corresponding author at: Division of Pharmacokinetics and Drug Ther
weden. Tel.: +46 18 471 4639; fax: +46 18 471 4003.
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well-characterized and its wide-spread use, and the access to
a suitable validation dataset.

A predictive model of myelosuppression could be used for
dose individualization, in order to avoid neutropenia, a pro-
longed treatment interval and/or a suboptimal tumor effect.
For etoposide current treatment guidelines state that occur-
rence of severe neutropenia should lead to a reduction or
postponement of next dose until neutrophil recovery [4]. The
dose reduction is not necessarily tailored to the patient, but
usually by fixed decrements such as to 75% or 50% of the orig-
inal dose. This leads to a one-sided dose adjustment, where
only patients experiencing toxicity receives a dose change,
but not necessarily in an optimal fashion. The possibility
apy, Biomedical Centre, Uppsala University,

underexposed and might benefit from an increased dose is
not taken into account. The relation between hematological
toxicity and patient survival has been investigated in clinical

erved.
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studies of breast cancer and non-small cell lung cancer, sug-
gesting that a grades 2–3 neutropenia provides an increased
patient survival compared to milder or more severe toxicity
[5–7].

Numerous attempts to define a priori dosage adjustments
of etoposide has been made and predominantly such dosing
algorithms base dosage on renal function [8,9] or hepatic func-
tion [10–12]. A more refined way to adjust dosing has been the
application of a maximum a posteriori (MAP) Bayesian guided
dosing, utilizing knowledge of the population distribution of
the pharmacokinetic parameters for the drug [13–15]. By using
drug concentration measurements from a patient and a pop-
ulation pharmacokinetic model, the most likely parameters
for the individual at hand can be obtained by optimization of
a Bayesian function. These parameters can then be used to
calculate the dose intended to result in a target drug expo-
sure best correlated to the desired effect in the population.
MAP Bayesian pharmacokinetic guided dosing has been devel-
oped for numerous anticancer drugs, for a wider overview of
the area, see Rousseau et al. [16]. We here propose a method
for utilizing pharmacodynamic rather than pharmacokinetic
data.

While pharmacokinetics can be described as the character-
istics of the dose-concentration response, pharmacodynamics
relates concentrations to effects. Inter-individual variability
in the pharmacodynamics is generally thought to be larger
than the inter-individual variability in pharmacokinetics [17].
This has also been shown in chemotherapy-induced myelo-
suppression [18,19]. With a model involving both observed
plasma drug concentration and neutrophil counts from the
first cycle, not only the pharmacokinetic parameters of the
patient can be assessed, but also the pharmacodynamic
parameters of the dose-limiting toxicity, and thus drug ther-
apy can be optimized on an even more individualized level. A
predictive pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic (PKPD) model
of myelosuppression may use the individual pharmacokinetic
parameters, the individual pharmacodynamic system param-
eters as well as an estimate of the individual’s drug sensitivity.

Several attempts have been made to characterize
the relations between dose of anticancer drugs and

concentration–time profile of neutrophils [20]. A previously
published semi-physiological model for myelosuppression
[21] has successfully been applied for several cytotoxic drugs,
one of them being etoposide. The model is composed of three

Fig. 1 – Description of the semi-physiol
b i o m e d i c i n e 9 3 ( 2 0 0 9 ) 283–291

transit compartments linking the maturation and prolifera-
tion from the stem cell pool in bone marrow to circulating
neutrophils and a feedback function mimicking the G-CSF
mediated bone-marrow regulation. Drug effect can often be
sufficiently described by a linear function relating the plasma
concentration to inhibition of cell proliferation and cell kill in
the proliferation pool. The model is semi-mechanistic in the
sense that it does not fully represent all the maturation and
proliferation steps, but still captures the main physiological
processes. It is parameterized in terms such as mean transit
time (MTT) and neutrophil baseline levels (BASE). The third
system parameter (GAMMA) characterizes the magnitude
of the feedback function in which the current level of neu-
trophils is related to the estimated baseline neutrophil count
(Fig. 1). The drug-specific toxicity parameter is denoted SLOPE.
This sort of transit compartment model is nonlinear and has
no simple analytical solution, but can be easily described
with differential equations. Modeling of differential equation
systems can be done in software containing a differential
equation solver.

A pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic model with good
predictability from one course to the next might benefit dose
selection in patients, hence implementing the model in a clini-
cal setting as a tool for dose adaptation. The semi-mechanistic
model has been shown to be of good aid in clinical drug devel-
opment and study design [22], see for example [19,23–27],
but has not been applied in day-to-day patient care. A study
across several anti-cancer agents also reveals that inter-
individual variability (IIV) is overall significantly larger than
inter-occasion variability (IOV) [28], which facilitates Bayesian
forecasting. Results for etoposide suggest that it is significant
to include both IIV and IOV in the parameters MTT and SLOPE,
but for BASE only IIV was significant to include. For MTT, coef-
ficient of variation for IIV was 23% compared to an IOV of
12%. For SLOPE IIV was 28% and IOV was 39%. IIV in BASE was
47%. Simulations from these results showed total IIV to be of
significantly smaller magnitude than IOV.

2. Computational methods and theory
The most commonly used software for non-linear mixed-
effect modeling in pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
modeling is NONMEM (Globomax) [29]. The myelosuppres-

ogical model of myelosuppression.
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Table 1 – Model parameter estimates used for simulation
and estimation.

Parameter Typical value Interindividual
variability

CL (L/h) 1.14 25%
V1 (L) 6 25%
k12 (h−1) 0.14 21%
K21 (h−1) 0.06 29%
F 0.44 22%

Residual error PK 0.214 additive
18.7% proportional

BASE 5.45 42%
MTT 135 14%
SLOPE 0.126 40%
GAMMA 0.174

Residual error PD 0.671 additive
45.3% proportional

CL is the amount of blood totally cleared from drug per time unit, V1
c o m p u t e r m e t h o d s a n d p r o g r a m s

ion model has been developed in this environment, and dose
ptimization could very well be carried out using this soft-
are, but there are several incentives for moving to another

nvironment; NONMEM and any other specialized software
hat can handle non-linear mixed effect modeling have a high
nowledge threshold for use and highly specific demands for
ata input. These matters would become important if aiming
owards distributing the dosing tool to clinics, where it will be
sed by physicians, nurses or pharmacists. A shell to the soft-
are could overcome the data input and operation difficulties
ut this would consider licensing, and a cost free distribution
ould not be likely.

Our solution was to implement this method into MS Excel
MS Excel 2003, Microsoft Corp., Seattle, USA), it is installed on
majority of all workstations, contributes a familiar environ-
ent, and can manage the desired mathematics and graphics.

he PKPD-model unfortunately cannot be solved analytically,
omething that would significantly have reduced computa-
ion time, and made the use of add-ins unnecessary. MS Excel
tandard installation cannot solve differential equations, but
n add-in called PopTools (CSIRO) [30] contains a differential
quation solver capable of handling large equation systems.
s NONMEM is the gold standard for this type of implementa-

ion, one demand for the Excel workbook would be to perform
imilarly to NONMEM, in terms of ability to predict future mea-
urements and individual parameters.

.1. Pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic model

e have exemplified the implementation of a posteriori dose
daptation based on neutrophil counts with the cytotoxic
rug etoposide. The tool is however able to technically imple-
ent any drug characterized with the myelosuppression
odel. To describe the pharmacokinetics of etoposide, a two-

ompartment pharmacokinetic model published by Toffoli et
l was applied [31] and the pharmacodynamics was based
the publication of the semi-physiological model of myelo-

uppression by Friberg et al. [21]. Interindividual variability
as included on BASE, MTT and SLOPE without correlations

Table 1).

.2. The tool

he model consists of a differential equation for every
harmacokinetic compartment (two PK compartments were
eeded for etoposide), and five equations describing the neu-
rophil dynamics.

Pharmacokinetic system:

dA(1)
dt

=
∑n

0

{
kinfd

×
[
1 − HEAV

(
td − t0d

− tinfd

)]}

−
(

CL

V1
× A(1)

)
−

(
Q

V1
× A(1)

)
+

(
Q

Vss
× A(2)

)
(1)
dA(2)
dt

= (k12 × A(1)) − (k21 × A(2)) (2)

here n is the number of doses in a patient, kinfd
, t0d

and td

re the infusion rate, the start time and the duration of the
is the apparent volume of distribution of the central compartment,
k12 and k21 is the transition rates of drug to and from, respectively,
the peripheral compartment and F denotes the bioavailability.

dth administration, CL is the plasma clearance of drug, Q is
the intercompartmental clearance between the central com-
partment and the peripheral compartment, V1 is the apparent
volume of distribution of the central compartment, Vss is the
apparent volume of distribution at steady state, and A(1) and
A(2) are the drug amounts in respective compartments. HEAV
is a Heaviside function, i.e. a function that alters between 0 and
1 at given time points. The function was here used to intro-
duce drug into the central compartment during the time of
infusion.

Pharmacodynamic system:

dA(3)
dt

=
[

ktr × A(3) ×
{

1 −
(

SLOPE × A(1)
V1

)}

×
(

BASE

A(7)

)GAMMA
]

− ktr × A(3) (3)

dA(4)
dt

= ktr × A(3) − ktr × A(4) (4)

dA(5)
dt

= ktr × A(4) − ktr × A(5) (5)

dA(6)
dt

= ktr × A(5) − ktr × A(6) (6)

dA(7)
dt

= ktr × A(6) − kcirc × A(7) (7)

where A(3) consists of immature cells in the proliferation pool;
A(4), A(5) and A(6) represent the non-mitotic maturing cells
in the transit compartments and A(7) is the concentration of

circulating neutrophils. ktr is the transit rate constant, derived
from 4/MTT as there are four transits from the proliferative to
the circulating compartment, and kcirc derives from the t 1/2
of circulating neutrophils (7 h) [32], kcirc = ln 2/t1/2.
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Fig. 2 – The structure of the workbook and the process order; (1) Graphical presentation of indata, (2) the Baeysian
alcu
estimation, (3) input of desired treatment target and (4) the c

A MAP Bayesian process iterates in order to minimize the
objective function [33–35]:

∑p
[

P̂ − P
]2 ∑m

[
Ĉ − C

]2
OBJMAP =
j=1

j j

ωj
+

i=1

i i

�i
(8)

where p is the number of parameters, Pj is the typical value of
the jth parameter in the population, ωj represent the interindi-

Fig. 3 – Dose and measurement input dialogue with graphical vi
a typical individual receiving the administered dose.
lation of an individualized dose to obtain the desired target.

vidual variability of the parameter, P̂j is the estimate of the
individual’s parameter, m is the number of observations, Ci is
the observed plasma drug concentration or neutrophil count,
Ĉ is the predicted measurements using the P̂ values, and �
i j i

is the residual variability of the observations.
The model was successfully implemented in a MS Excel

workbook of approximately one megabyte in size, consisting
of four worksheets. POPTOOLS proved able to solve the dif-

sualization of time-course of neutrophils for the specific vs
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Fig. 4 – Dose suggestion worksheet with graphical visualization of predicted time-course of neutrophils for the current
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ndividual receiving the previous and the suggested dose.

erential equation system, and the use of Heaviside functions
acilitated the use of multiple doses. One version of the tool
as also constructed to handle oral administration, by the

ddition of absorption compartments.

. Program description

he flow of information of the tool is depicted in Fig. 2.
he workbook was constructed to show an input dialogue
here dose time and dose size as well as sample times, con-

entration measurements and/or neutrophil measurements
re entered. This information is automatically transferred to
nother worksheet where also the predicted neutrophil-time
rofile is shown. By the click of a button a Bayesian estima-
ion process is started which minimizes an objective function
alue (OBJMAP) (Eq. (8)), by changing the individual system
nd drug specific parameters of the model. More specifi-
ally the differential equation solver outputs a matrix with
he amounts in every compartment over one thousand time
oints. A lookup function is used to match every measurement

nput by the user, with its prediction in the output matrix. The
um of these residuals is part of the OBJMAP. The macro utilizes
he built-in Solver function, to minimize the OBJMAP by search-
ng for plausible parameters by an iterative procedure. In every
teration, the residuals in the output matrix are updated. This
ayesian procedure can be tuned in regards to what parame-
ers to be estimated can be defined, as well as boundary values.

he graphics in the estimation dialogue now display both the
redicted neutrophil-time profile of a typical individual as well
s the current patient, based on the parameter values from the
ayesian step.
The following input window asks the user to input a desired
target nadir value, and another macro utilizes the individual
parameters to calculate a dose predicted to achieve this target.
This suggested dose is returned to the user together with a
graphical presentation of the expected time-courses following
this new dose, as well as following the original first course
dose.

4. Samples of typical program runs

Fig. 3 shows the estimation dialogue of the tool, where the
dose and neutrophils sample information has been input, and
the Bayesian process has returned the individual parame-
ters. The graph shows the predicted neutrophil-time profile
of a typical individual as well as the patient at hand. The
actual measured neutrophils counts are also included in the
graph, for the user to judge the fit of the parameters to the
data. In Fig. 4 the dose estimation dialogue show and example
where a desired nadir target of 1 × 109 cells/L has been chosen,
and a dose of 182 mg has been suggested. The graph depicts
the predicted neutrophil-time profile of the current dose vs
the suggested dose. Fig. 5 shows the worksheet kept in the
background containing the parameter matrix, the differen-
tial equation system and the Bayesian objective function. Not
shown in this figure is the matrix output by the differential
equation solver.

The computation performance of the MS Excel tool was

evaluated with comparison to the POSTHOC function in NON-
MEM v6 [29] as the gold standard. Seventy-five patients
receiving five consecutive daily 100 mg infusions of etopo-
side in two courses were simulated in NONMEM. Only data
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Fig. 5 – This figure show the worksheet containing the differential equation system that is solved into a matrix, and the
d us
sys
parameters used in the system. The Bayes sum is minimize
parameter estimates thus updating the differential equation

from the first course was used as input to the programs.

The ability to compute empirical Bayes estimates of indi-
vidual parameters was compared, as well as the ability to
predict future neutrophil measurements in the second course
(Table 2). Accuracy and precision were computed by calculat-
ing the Solver function, by altering the individual
tem.

ing mean prediction error (MPE), mean absolute error (MAE)

and root mean squared error (RMSE) [36].

The predictions of individual parameter values as well as
sequential course neutrophil counts by the dosing tool and
compared to predictions obtained from the POSTHOC function
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Table 2 – Summary statistics of prediction errors of measurements and parameters by NONMEM vs Excel macro.

Measurements MTT BASE SLOPE

NONMEM Excel NONMEM Excel NONMEM Excel NONMEM Excel

Mean error 0.073 0.11 0.067 0.55 −0.0013 0.11 0.0001 0.006
Median error 0.16 0.16 0.82 0.22 −0.059 0.058 0.002 0.003
S.D. 1.8 1.8 8.4 7.4 0.80 0.87 0.0018 0.045
1st quartile −0.72 −0.63 −3.7 −2.9 −0.51 −0.45 −0.022 −0.020
3rd quartile 0.81 0.79 4.81 4.36 0.46 0.68 0.024 0.028
MPE 2.4% 3.8% 0.20% 1.7% 0.052% 0.44% 0.01% 2.7%

13

n squ

i
c
f
r
e
a
T
a
M
p
v
F
a
R
r
p
0

RMSE 17% 16% 12%

S.D.: standard deviation; MPE: mean prediction error; RMSE: root mea

n NONMEM. None of the predicted values differed signifi-
antly in accuracy or in precision. Prediction errors were tested
or normality by Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. KS was found to
ange from 0.05 to 0.11 for all parameters and observation
rrors. Predictions of measurements had a MPE of 2.4% vs 3.8%
nd a RMSE of 17% vs 16% for NONMEM and Excel, respectively.
he estimation of pharmacodynamic system parameters were
lso similar; MTT MPE 0.20% vs 1.7%, RMSE 12% vs 13%; BASE
PE 0.052% vs 0.44% and RMSE 12% vs 13%. The drug efficacy

arameter SLOPE had a MPE of 0.01% vs 2.7% and a RMSE of 19%
s 21%. A summary of the results can be found in Table 2 and
ig. 6. The small differences in predictions can most likely be
ttributed to differences in the differential equation solvers,

unge–Kutta method 4,5 vs 5,6 in PopTools and NONMEM,
espectively [37]. The mean difference in suggested dose from
arameters estimated by Excel compared to NONMEM was
.2% with a standard deviation of 8%.

Fig. 6 – Predictions of neutrophil counts, pharmacodynamic
% 12% 13% 19% 21%

ared error.

5. Hardware and software specifications

Performance has been tested on different PC workstations
with MS Excel 2003 installed under Windows XP or 2000. Run
times for the individual parameter estimation are approx-
imately 1–3 min, and an additional 1–2 min for the dose
recalculation depending on the system performance.

6. Mode of availability of the program
The tool is available as an Excel workbook upon request
from the authors via electronic mail, and the Excel add-on
package Poptools can be obtained from http://www.cse.csiro.
au/poptools.

parameters and suggested dose of Excel vs NONMEM.

http://www.cse.csiro.au/poptools
http://www.cse.csiro.au/poptools
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7. Discussion

The model guided dose optimization method in Excel meets
the stated prerequisites. It applies a Bayesian predictive
method without the need of highly specialized statistical
software. It can solve the differential equation system, the
parameter estimation produces satisfactory results and the
optimization procedure functions well. It has successfully
been installed on a number of workstations, but the appli-
cation in a clinical setting still remains to be tested. The tool
can be modified for application on other drugs described by
the myelosuppression model, and also for dose adaptation
of oral therapy. The main structure rather easily also allows
modifications to other models in various therapeutic areas as
the Bayesian parameter estimation step is general. Another
advantage is that it can handle different types of measures, in
this case it was a pharmacokinetic and a pharmacodynamic
measure, but therapeutic drug monitoring of parent drug and
a metabolite, or possibly two different effect measures on the
same chain of response could be implemented. One draw-
back of the current implementation in Excel is that covariance
between individual parameter estimates cannot be accounted
for, limiting the use to models without correlations between
random effects.

At this time a simulation study is carried out to answer
what levels and ratios of inter-individual and inter-occasion
variability that renders useful predictions, and when dose
adaptation is a good idea. This work should also answer the
question whether pharmacokinetics sampling adds any value
to predictions if neutrophil measures are made during the first
course. These findings should be used as guidelines for deem-
ing the need and utility of model based dose adaptation of
anti-cancer drugs, based on modeling results. Published lit-
erature models and future findings could then be utilized in
clinic care if meeting the criteria. Addition of data from mul-
tiple previous courses would need a more complex workbook,
but future work will have to answer the predictive importance
of accumulated data.
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